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calendar
curly hair
tissue box
hair color
pierced ears
skinned elbow
Malia’s sister has curly hair.

Malia thinks curly hair is more popular at her school.

Malia inherited a gene for curly hair from her father.
fern
rock
frog
flamingo

computer

mushroom
tail
plate
stem
make the plant’s new seeds

protect the plant’s roots

hold the plant’s leaves up
Water starts in the roots and moves up the stem to the leaves.

Water starts in the leaves and moves down the stem to the roots.

Water starts in the stem and moves to both the leaves and the roots.
puppy

ostrich

beetle
The cell divides into two cells.

The cell joins with another cell.

The cell becomes long and thin.
One cell eats other cells.

One cell splits into two identical cells.

One cell breaks into four different cell parts.